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Channel Knowledge Acquisition in Relay and Multi-Point to Multi-Point
Transmission Systems

Hlaing Minn, Senior Member, IEEE,and Daniel Munoz

Abstract—Most of the relaying strategies exploit channel state
information (CSI), but there exist only a few limited works on
acquisition of the required CSI. In this paper we present general
protocols and pilot designs for CSI acquisition in different types
of relay systems using multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) transmis-
sion. We propose new pilot forwarding mechanisms and a related
estimator for obtaining CSIs of individual MIMO channels of
cascaded links at the end node(s). We develop new pilot designs
with low overhead for channels with different lengths. We present
several CSI acquisition protocols for relay MIMO systems with
time division duplexing (TDD) as well as frequency division
duplexing (FDD). We introduce node multiplexing which reduces
overhead and delay for pilot or CSI feedback transmissions from
multiple nodes. In addition, we present similar CSI acquisition
protocols for multi-point to multi-point systems while keeping
overhead low. Simulation results are included to demonstrate
the estimation performance of our proposed designs. Discussions
on several protocol options are also provided.

Index Terms—CSI acquisition, Relay, Multi-point to multi-
point, Pilot designs, Channel estimation

I. I NTRODUCTION

Relay systems [1]–[11] are among the promising technolo-
gies to address coverage and data rate issues of wireless
communication systems. These relaying strategies rely heavily
on accurate channel state information (CSI) of individual or
cascaded links. For example, [3] considers a multiple source,
multiple relay, multiple destination multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) system. Each relay needs knowledge of
forward and reverse channel links. The destinations need
information of the cascaded channel between the source, relay,
and destination. [6] assumes that perfect CSI of the first and
second hop is available at the source. In summary, protocols
and pilot designs for CSI acquisition at various nodes are
needed in order for these relaying schemes to work. The
acquisition of the first hop CSI would be straightforward from
previous multi-input multi-output (MIMO) channel estimation
designs (see [12]–[15]), but getting the second hop CSI at
the source needs further investigation. [16]–[26] have timely
addressed channel estimation in relay systems. However, their
applications are limited to time division duplexing (TDD) only
and for channels with the same length. [25], [26] proposed
estimation methods for relay assisted orthogonal frequency
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division multiplexing (OFDM) systems with single antenna
nodes. [20]–[24] presented estimation methods for single
carrier MIMO systems. [16] and [19] proposed relay-inserted
pilot tones and related channel estimators. Both of them
consider a single antenna OFDM based 3 node relay system
with TDD and do not consider pilot overhead cost. New
designs are needed to account for more realistic or general
system conditions such as MIMO, multiple nodes, unequal
channel lengths due to different node locations, and differing
duplexing schemes (e.g., frequency division duplexing (FDD)),
as well as address the CSI overhead cost, both in terms of tones
utilized and delay. We will develop such designs in this paper.

A similar problem of CSI acquisition also arises in multi-
point to multi-point (MP-MP) systems where multiple source-
destination pairs are directly communicating simultaneously
(also see Fig. 1(b)). MP-MP systems do not have intermediate
nodes (relays) but to manage potential interferences among
multiple simultaneous pairs and to enhance system capacity,
MP-MP systems require CSI. The sources can either transmit
on separate or the same frequency band to the multiple
destinations. If the sources transmit on separate frequency
bands, then one node can perform resource allocation, and
a strategy to provide this node with the desired CSI is needed.
If the sources transmit on the same frequency band, the system
utilizes interference alignment (IA) [27]–[31] to decouple the
desired signal from the interference. IA needs each node to
have knowledge of all CSIs between sources and destinations,
but necessary CSI acquisition protocol and pilot design have
not been addressed.

This paper addresses CSI acquisition in multi-node relay
and MP-MP systems with MIMO OFDM transmission. Our
contributions are summarized in the following. 1) We propose
new MIMO pilot designs for estimation of channels with
unequal lengths and new pilot forwarding mechanisms from
multiple antennas and/or nodes together with pilot insertion
to estimate individual MIMO channels of all hops. 2) For
estimating CSI of indirectly connected MIMO links (e.g.,
estimating source to relay channels at a destination node),we
derive a new improved estimator using the forwarded pilots
which incorporates effects of channel estimation errors of
the directly connected link (e.g., relay to destination link).
3) During CSI acquisition phase when multiple nodes are
involved in transmitting pilots or CSI feedback, we proposea
strategy called node multiplexing which reduces overhead and
delay. 4) We propose protocols for CSI acquisition in relay
systems for both TDD and FDD, and present their associated
overhead and delay. 5) New approaches for acquiring CSI in
two types of MP-MP systems, characterized by disjoint or non-
disjoint resource usage, are outlined for both TDD and FDD
and the associated overhead and delay costs are calculated.
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6) We present how to design pilots for minimal overhead
with almost optimal performance, equal channel estimation
mean-square error (MSE) across links with different lengths,
or minimum total channel estimation MSE of all considered
channels, as well as how to set pilot signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs) of different hops, and how to select protocol options.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
considered systems. Section III presents several pilot designs,
pilot forwarding, and node multiplexing. Section IV derives
a new channel estimator based on the forwarded pilots as
well as its estimation MSE. Next, we propose several CSI
acquisition protocols for relay systems in Section V and for
MP-MP systems in Section VI. Section VII discusses protocol
choices and simulation results, and Section VIII provides our
conclusions.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider relay systems and MP-MP systems as shown in
Fig. 1, both using OFDM. As the main application scenario of
relays in next generation systems (e.g., 3GPP LTE-Advanced)
is to extend coverage range or fill dead spots where the
destination nodes cannot receive direct signals from the source,
we consider the same scenario of relay systems with no direct
link between any source and destination. Such relay systems
have been already included in the standards IEEE 802.16j [33]
and 3GPP LTE-Advanced Release 10 [34].

Before performing CSI acquisition, any system needs to
have already established links and synchronization among
involving nodes. In the same manner, we consider that the
initial link establishment and synchronization between sources,
relays, and destinations have been completed. Then, for CSI
acquisition, conventional systems will send control signaling
messages (instructing the nodes to acquire CSIs and feedback
them) which also include node IDs and related resource
assignments for pilots and/or CSI feedback. In contrast, to
reduce overhead and delay of CSI acquisition, the proposed
approach includes assignment of distinct numbers to the nodes
during their initial link establishment procedure. Duringinitial
link establishment, corresponding signaling exchanges occur
between nodes, and adding number assignment in that process
will bear only a small amount of overhead. By such distinct
number, each node knows its pilots and its role in CSI
acquisition protocol; thus, during CSI acquisition phase,the
proposed approach does not require resource assignment for
CSI feedback and related node IDs, saving overhead in control
signaling (see details in Section VII).

In either type of the systems, we consider multiple nodes
of each kind, and every node may have multiple antennas.
We useSi, Rk, and Dl to denote sourcei, relay k, and
destination l, respectively. Similarly,Si,ν , Rk,ν , and Dl,ν

refer to those nodes with a specific antennaν, while S, R
and D represent all sources, all relays, and all destinations,
respectively. The variablesi, k, l, m, n, andν are not specific
to certain indexing and the referring index domain is obvious
from the main variable.CSII-J represents the information of
channel impulse responses (CIRs) betweenI and J , where
I and J can beSi,ν , Si, S, Ri,ν , Ri, R, Di,ν , Di, or D,

depending on the considered link(s). Each node knows the
number of sources,̃NS , and destinations,̃ND, (and relays,
ÑR, for relay systems) as well as the number of antennas
(NSi

∀ i, NDν
∀ ν, and NRk

∀ k, respectively). OFDM
system has a total ofN subcarriers and the cyclic prefix length
is longer than the maximum channel length plus potential
asynchronous arrivals and timing synchronization errors to
avoid inter-symbol interference. In order to reduce inter-
cell interference, we assume an appropriate frequency reuse
strategy is in place.

We assume that during the CSI acquisition and data trans-
mission interval, the channels remain static but it can be
relaxed for the data transmission interval as some transmission
schemes [32] accommodate channel variations within a frame.
The channel betweenIi,ν andJm,n is represented by a time
domain vectorhIi,ν -Jm,n

of sizeLIi,ν -Jm,n
× 1, and its cor-

responding frequency-domain channel gain vector is denoted
by HIi,ν -Jm,n

whosekth elementHIi,ν -Jm,n
[k] represents the

channel gain on subcarrierk.

For relay systems, there will beNSTOT
NRTOT

first hop
links andNRTOT

NDTOT
second hop links to estimate, where

NITOT
=

∑ÑI−1
i=0 NIi is the total number of antennas of typeI

(source, relay, or destination). If the desired CSI corresponds to
individual cascaded channels, then the number of channels that
need to be estimated isNSTOT

NRTOT
NDTOT

. The channel
length LIi,ν -Jm,n

is in general unknown a priori, however,
we can use the maximum number of taps needed to model
the link with the largest delay (obtained from measurement
in the deployed environment) to model the links. Therefore,
we will define L1 = max{LSi,ν -Rm,n

: ∀ i, ν,m, n} and
L2 = max{LRm,n-Dl,k

: ∀ m,n, l, k}. A simple definition of
L = max{L1, L2} can be used, if desired.

Regarding MP-MP systems, we consider those which in-
volve simultaneous transmissions from multi-nodes to multi-
nodes in the physical layer. For such systems to work, initial
synchronization and link establishment need to be performed
first. We assume such process has been done and all nodes
are properly synchronized and they know what are the other
nodes involved in the multiple node transmission. During this
initial link establishment stage, a distinct sequence number
can be assigned to each node so that there is no conflict in
their pilot selection and protocol execution. The resources for
different links of an MP-MP system can be disjoint similar to
orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) or
the same using IA. The CSIs ofNSTOT

NDTOT
channels may

be needed at the node performing resource allocation in the
former case, or at each node for the latter case. The maximum
length of these channels will be represented byL.

Notations: IM and1K denote theM ×M identity matrix
and theK × 1 all-one vector while the size indicators will
be excluded if the size is obvious from the usage. The super-
scripts∗, T and † mean the conjugate, the transpose and the
Hermitian transpose.CN (µ,Q) denotes a complex Gaussian
distribution with mean vectorµ and covariance matrixQ. ⌈·⌉
represents the ceiling operation.diag{·} defines a diagonal
(or block-diagonal) matrix with diagonal elements (or blocks)
given by the arguments inside the bracket.⊗, ⊙, and δij
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Fig. 1. (a) A general relay system where transmissions from different nodes typically use disjoint resources, (b) An MP-MP system (̃NS = ÑD) where
transmissions from different nodes may use the same resource (potential interference links are indicated by dashed lines)

represent the Kronecker product, the Hadamard product, and
the Kronecker delta, respectively.F denotes theN×N unitary
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix whileFLi

represent
the submatrix ofF composing of its firstLi columns. The
autocovariance matrix ofx and cross-covariance matrix of
x and y are denoted byQx and Qxy. The cardinality of
a set J is denoted by|J |. vec(A) represents a column
vector obtained by stacking the columns of the matrixA.
We usek:n andM× {k:n} to indicatek, k + 1, · · · , n and
{kM, (k + 1)M, · · · , nM}. Tr{X} represents the trace of
matrix X. All tone indexes are assumed to be moduloN .

III. P ILOT DESIGNS ANDNODE MULTIPLEXING

In this section, first we present pilot designs for direct links.
Next, we develop designs of forwarded pilots for cascaded
or feedback links. Then we introduce a node multiplexing
concept to reduce overhead and delay in CSI acquisition. After
that, we propose new pilot designs for channels with different
lengths.

A. Pilot Designs for Direct Links

Let us consider the direct links between{Ii} and {Jm}
(say between{Si} and {Rm}). Define C

(l)
i,ν [k] and B

(l)
i,ν [k]

as the transmitted pilot and data symbol on subcarrierk of
OFDM symbol l from Si,ν . Their respective discrete-time
signals are denoted by{c(l)i,ν [n]} and{b(l)i,ν [n]}. Define circulant
matricesΩci,ν

[l] andΩbi,ν
[l] of sizeN × L1 such that their

(m, k)th entries are respectively given byc(l)i,ν [m−k mod N ]

andb(l)i,ν [m−k mod N ] with m ∈ {0:N−1} andk ∈ {0:L1−
1}. Define Λ

C
(l)
i,ν

, diag{C(l)
i,ν [0], C

(l)
i,ν [1], · · · , C

(l)
i,ν [N − 1]}

andΛ
B

(l)
i,ν

, diag{B(l)
i,ν [0], B

(l)
i,ν [1], · · · , B

(l)
i,ν [N − 1]}. Then,

we have Ωci,ν
[l] =

√
NFH

Λ
C

(l)
i,ν

FL1
and Ωbi,ν

[l] =
√
NFH

Λ
B

(l)
i,ν

FL1
. The received time domain signal vector

of V OFDM symbols after cyclic prefix removal atRm,n is

yRm,n
=

ÑS−1
∑

i=0

(Ωci
+Ωbi

)hSi-Rm,n
+wRm,n

, (1)

where Ωci
and Ωbi

are NV × NSi
L1 matrices and their

(l, ν)th submatrice are respectively given byΩci,ν
[l] and

Ωbi,ν [l], with l ∈ {0:V − 1} and ν ∈ {0:NSi
− 1},

and hSi-Rm,n
,

[

hT
Si,0-Rm,n

hT
Si,1-Rm,n

· · ·hT
Si,NSi

−1-Rm,n

]T

.

wRm,n
is the noise vector atRm,n with CN (0, σ2

Rm
I). If

no pilots (data) are transmitted duringlth symbol,Ωc,i,ν [l]
(Ωb,i,ν [l]) will be the zero matrix. The minimum necessary
and sufficient number of pilot tones to estimateHSi,0-Rm,n

is L1 sinceHSi,0-Rm,n
is just the Fourier transform of the

L1 × 1 CIR vectorhSi,0-Rm,n
. We build upon the work in

[12] as follows. The data and pilot tones are disjoint and the
pilot sequences for different transmit antennas are orthogonal
and meet the optimal conditions:

Ω
†
ci
Ωbk

= 0, ∀ i, k, & Ω
†
ci
Ωck

= EavδikI (2)

where Eav represents the total pilot energy over theV
symbols per antenna. The above orthogonality between pilot
and data matricesΩci

andΩbk
is simply satisfied when the

pilot tones are disjoint from the data tones within the same
OFDM symbol. Mathematically, for disjoint pilot and data
tones, we haveΛ†

C
(l)
i,ν

Λ
B

(l)
k,m

= 0 and henceΩ†
ci,ν

Ωbk,m
=

NF
†
L1
Λ

†

C
(l)
i,ν

Λ
B

(l)
k,m

FL1
= 0 which yieldsΩ†

ci
Ωbk

= 0.

First, let us consider pilots to be transmitted from a single
node (saySi) with NSi

antennas. DefinēL1 , 2⌈log2(L1)⌉. The
pilot designs from [12] useNSi

sets of cyclically equi-spaced
equi-energyL̄1 pilot tones. DefineT , N/L̄1 × {0:L̄1 − 1}
andTn , T + τn, n = 0:NSi

− 1, with τn ∈ {0:(N/L̄1)− 1}
andτn 6= τk if n 6= k. LetJ (l)

Ii,ν
denote the set of non-zero pilot

tone indexes at OFDM symboll for Ii,ν , and itsmth element
is represented byJ (l)

Ii,ν
(m). In the following, we introduce a

variableni,ν which is written as a function ofi and ν for
a later use but for Section III-A and III-B,ni,ν = ν. Then,
several pilot designs can be expressed as follows:

Frequency division multiplexing (FDM) design: It meets
optimality conditions in (2) through frequency disjointness and
the pilots are given byJ (0)

Ii,ν
= Tni,ν

, C
(l)
i,ν [k] = ai,ν,m for

k = J (0)
Ii,ν

(m) with l = 0 and C
(l)
i,ν [k] = 0 otherwise. Note

that {ai,ν,m} in the above and below as well as{al,m} in
the following are arbitrary symbols with amplitude

√

Eav/L̄1

(i.e., to yield equal amplitude pilots and the same total pilot
energy per antenna).

Time division multiplexing (TDM) design: It satisfies (2)
through time disjointness and the pilots are defined byJ (l)

Ii,ν
=

Tī, ī ∈ {0 : NSi
− 1}, l = 0 : NSi

− 1, C(l)
i,ν [k] = ai,ν,m for

ni,ν = l with k = J (l)
Ii,ν

(m), andC(l)
i,ν [k] = 0 otherwise.
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Fig. 2. Signal model of a relay system with one source and one relay, each with two antennas

Code division multiplexing across time (CDM-T) design:
It applies coding across time amongst antennas to satisfy (2)
and the pilots are defined byJ (l)

Ii,ν
= Tī, ī ∈ {0 : NSi

− 1},

l = 0 : NSi
− 1, C(l)

i,ν [k] = (ai,ν,m/
√

NSi
)ej2πni,ν l/NSi or

(al,m/
√

NSi
) ej2πni,ν l/NSi for k = J (l)

Ii,ν
(m).

Code division multiplexing across frequency (CDM-F) de-
sign: It applies coding across frequency amongst antennas to
satisfy (2) and the pilots are given byJ (0)

Ii,ν
= ∪NSi

−1

l=0 Tl and

C
(0)
i,ν [k] = (al,m/

√

NSi
)ej2πni,ν l/NSi for k = Tl(m).

The proofs of the above designs satisfying the optimal
conditions in (2) are referred to [12]. Note that the reason for
presenting several designs is to provide solutions for various
scenarios or system constraints. For example, if more pilot
tones (> N ) are needed to support more antennas or users,
the pilot designs can be extended across time using TDM
or CDM-T. If stringent peak power constraint per tone per
antenna is imposed (due to RF device and spectrum emission
requirement), CDM-F and CDM-T would be better, but if
device power saving via sleep cycle is preferred, TDM would
be better. If reducing CSI acquisition delay is desired, FDM
or CDM-F could be used. If there are stringent constraints on
total power per OFDM symbol as well as per tone peak power
per antenna (due to spectrum emission requirement and large
path loss), CDM-T would suit the situation.

B. Reduced Overhead Pilot Designs

All of the above designs use a total ofNSi
L̄1 pilot tones. If

L1 is not a power of 2 (i.e.,L1 < L̄1) and minimum pilot over-
head is desired, we propose to change the above designs by re-
placing each pilot set of cyclically equi-spaced equi-energy L̄1

pilot tones with that of approximately cyclically equi-spaced
equi-energyL1 pilot tones while maintaining disjointness
among the pilot sets. Forexample, consider three channels with
L1 = 5 taps each andN = 64; the minimum overhead pilot
design can use 15 pilot tones withT0 = {0, 13, 26, 39, 52}
and Ti = T0 + i for i = 1, 2, while the existing designs
use 24 pilot tones (i.e.,T0 = 8 × {0:7}, Ti = T0 + i).
Apart from {Tn}, the pilot designs remain the same as those
presented above, and hence they are not repeated here. A
slight degradation in estimation performance may incur for
the minimum overhead pilot design but it is insignificant as
will be shown in Section VII.

We can also develop a new CDM-F design which maintains
estimation optimality while requiring less overhead than the
existing designs. It uses cyclically equi-spaced equi-energy
L′
1 = 2⌈log2(NSi

L1)⌉ pilot tones as

JSi,ν
= N/L′

1 × {0 : (L′
1 − 1)}+ τ, (3)

C
(0)
i,ν [k] =

ej2πkni,νL1/N

√

NSi

Di[k], ν = 0 : NSi
− 1 (4)

Di[k] =

{

ai,m, k = JSi,ν
(m)

0, else,
(5)

whereτ ∈ {0 : (N/L′
1)−1} and{ai,m} are arbitrary symbols

with amplitude
√

Eav/L′
1. With regard to overhead, for the

parameters in the above example, this design requires 16 pilot
tones (withJSi,ν

= 4 × {0:15}, ∀ν), thus 8 tones less than
the existing designs. The proof for the optimality of the above
design is provided in Appendix A.

C. Designs for Forwarded Pilots

As an example of forwarded pilot scenario, a relay node
Rm receives pilots from sourceSi on tonesJSi

= {Tν :
ν = 0 : NSi

− 1} and forwards them to a destinationDl. A
signal model is illustrated in Fig. 2. The received pilot on tone
k ∈ JSi

at Rm,n is given by

YRm,n
[k] =

NSi
−1

∑

ν=0

HSi,ν -Rm,n
[k]CSi,ν

[k] +WRm,n
[k], (6)

where{WRm,n
[k]} are independent and identically distributed

with CN (0, σ2
Rm

). In order for Dl to estimate individual
channels{hSi,ν -Rm,n

}, Rm constructs{TRm,n
[k]} based on

{YRm,n
[k]} and forwards them toDl. First, let us consider

Rm with a single antenna. Then in general the received source
pilots onJSi

can be forwarded on any|JSi
| tones, thus there

are N !/(|JSi
|!(N − |JSi

|)!) ways. We explore the choice
of tones for pilot forwarding by minimizing the mean-square
error (MSE) in estimatinghSi-Rm

at the destination (See Ap-
pendix B for details). An exact closed-form analytical solution
is intractable but the analysis in Appendix B and numerical
simulation reults in Section VII-C show that maintaining the
relative positions as in individual{Tν} (in simplest form,
using τ + JSi

) gives the best result. Using this design for a
single antenna atRm, we propose several designs for multiple
antennas atRm in the following, where the remaining task is
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N = 8, L = 2,JS = {0, 2, 4, 6}; FDM design forC0,0[k] & C0,1[k].

For k ∈ JS , YR0,i [k] =
1

∑

n=0

C0,n[k]HS0,n-R0,i [k] +WR0,0 [k];

FDM: T
(0)
R0,0

[k] = αYR0,0 [k], T
(0)
R0,1

[k + 1] = αYR0,1 [k];

TDM: T
(0)
R0,0

[k] = αYR0,0 [k], T
(1)
R0,0

[k] = 0; T
(0)
R0,1

[k] = 0, T
(1)
R0,1

[k] = αYR0,1 [k];

CDM-F: T (0)
R0,0

[k] = T
(0)
R0,0

[k + 1] =
α√
2
YR0,0 [k]; T

(0)
R0,1

[k] = −T
(0)
R0,1

[k + 1] =
α√
2
YR0,1 [k];

CDM-T: T (0)
R0,0

[k] = T
(1)
R0,0

[k] =
α√
2
YR0,0 [k]; T

(0)
R0,1

[k] = −T
(1)
R0,1

[k] =
α√
2
YR0,1 [k];

Fig. 3. Design examples of forwarded MIMO pilots for one source and one relay with two antennas each (OFDM with 8 subcarriers in two-tap channels.
α is a fixed amplification factor at the relay.)

maintaining orthogonality among forwarded pilots of different
relay antennas. The rationale for variety of designs is the same
as that mentioned in Section III-A.

For better illustration, we present some design examples in
Fig. 3 which can facilitate easy understanding of the general
design descriptions to be given below whereα is a fixed
amplification factor at the relay.

FDM design:Rm,n forwards its received source pilots on a
set of shifted tonesJRm,n

as

T
(0)
Rm,n

[k + τm,n] =

{

αYRm,n
[k], k ∈ JSi

0, else
(7)

JRm,n
, JSi

+ τm,n,

NRm−1
⋂

n=0

JRm,n
= ∅. (8)

TDM design: Different antennas ofRm transmit their
received source pilots in different symbols but on the same
tonesJRm,n

= JSi
+ τ (any τ ) as

T
(p)
Rm,n

[k + τ ] =

{

αYRm,n
[k], k ∈ JSi

, n = p
0, else.

(9)

CDM-T design:Rm,n transmits its received source pilots
on JRm,n

= JSi
+ τ (any τ ) overNRm

symbols as

T
(p)
Rm,n

[k + τ ] =

{

αej2πpn/NRm√
NRm

YRm,n
[k], k ∈ JSi

0, else.
(10)

CDM-F design: Rm,n applies a length-NRm
antenna-

specific orthonormal spreading to each received source pilot
and transmits them on the sameNRm

disjoint sets of tones as

T
(0)
Rm,n

[k + τν ] =







αe
j2πνn
NRm√
NRm

YRm,n
[k], k ∈ JSi

,

0, else
(11)

{τν} = {τ : τ +NRm
− 1},

NRm−1
⋂

ν=0

{JSi
+ τν} = ∅. (12)

Note that for TDM or CDM-T source pilots, the above pilot
forwarding schemes can be applied to each OFDM symbol
of received source pilots. Alternatively, if allNSi

L1 received
source pilots can fit within one OFDM symbol, they can be
treated as if they were received in one OFDM symbol when
applying the above pilot forwarding schemes.

The forwarded pilot sets in FDM, TDM and CDM-T for-
warding schemes strictly maintain orthogonality and they can
be decoupled at the receiver without knowing the forwarded
channel gains. Such is not the case for CDM-F forwarding
scheme since the channel gains on tones{k + τ0, · · · , k +
τNRm−1} are not exactly the same (although highly correlated)
and their knowledge is required in decoupling the pilot sets.
Consequently, the random estimation errors of the forwarded
channels will affect the orthogonality of the CDM-F pilot sets.

In the above designs, each antenna forwards its re-
ceived source pilots and henceDl also needs knowledge of
{hRm,n-Dl

} to estimate{hSi,ν -Rm,n
}. If such knowledge is not

available yet,Rm can insert its own pilots (designed according
to one of the direct link pilot designs and their locations are
disjoint from the forwarded pilots over frequency or time) and
transmit toDl. Those received source pilots atRm can also be
collectively forwarded by a single predefined antennaRm,ν if
Dl does not require{hRm,n-Dl

: ∀n 6= ν}. Note that different
from [16], our approach does not need to reserve (waste) null
tones at the source for the relay-inserted pilots, thus saving
pilot overhead.

D. Node Multiplexing

CSI acquisitions in relay and MP-MP systems involve
transmissions of pilots or quantized CSI bits from multiple
nodes. Instead of transmitting from one node after another in
a sequential manner, we introduce a node multiplexing concept
which allows multiple nodes to transmit simultaneously if
certain conditions are met. The motivation is to save overhead
and delay in the CSI acquisition phase by exploiting already-
accomplished synchronization and node sequence assignment
done during the initial link establishment. The nodes involved
in the node multiplexing need not be of the same type, e.g.,
transmissions from the sources and destinations to the relays
can be node-multiplexed together.

The conditions for the node multiplexing are that pilots from
different nodes should satisfy the pilot conditions described
in previous sections while any modulation symbols carrying
quantized CSI bits should be transmitted on disjoint tones in a
similar manner without requiring equal power and cyclically
equal spacing condition of the pilots. This is to satisfy (2)
except thatΩc and Ωb contain all nodes involved in the
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Transmission Sequence:

(a) Conventional/Sequential transmission

1) S0 → R : {CS0 [k]}, 2) S1 → R : {CS1 [k]}
3) D0 → R : {CD0 [k]}, 4) D1 → R : {CD1 [k]}

(b) Node multiplexing option 1: TDM between{CS [k]} & {CD[k]}
1) Si → R : {CSi [k]}; FDM or CDM-F between{CS0 [k]} & {CS1 [k]}
2) Di → R : {CDi [k]}; FDM or CDM-F between{CD0 [k]} & {CD1 [k]}

(c) Node multiplexing option 2: CDM-T between{CS [k]} & {CD[k]} with JS = JD

1) Si → R : {CSi [k]}; Di → R : {CDi [k]}; FDM or CDM-F between{CS0 [k]} & {CS1 [k]};
2) Si → R : {CSi [k]}; Di → R : {−CDi [k]}; FDM or CDM-F between{CD0 [k]} & {CD1 [k]}

(d) Node multiplexing option 3: FTDM between{CS [k]} & {CD[k]}
1) Si,0 → R : {CSi,0 [k]}; Di,0 → R : {CDi,0 [k]}; (FDM)

2) Si,1 → R : {CSi,1 [k]}; Di,1 → R : {CDi,1 [k]}; (FDM)

Fig. 4. Illustration of node multiplexing where two sources and two destinations transmit pilots to the relays. Each node has two antennas, each channel has
4 taps (hence 4 pilot tones per channel), and OFDM hasN = 16 subcarriers

node multiplexing. The pilot designs are given by those in
Section III-A and III-B exceptNSi

is replaced withNSTOT

andni,ν is defined asν+
∑i−1

m=0 NSm
. c andb are disjoint over

the frequency and time domain and each node does not need
to know pilots or data of other nodes. The pilots and protocols
are pre-designed for a few number of system condition sets
(number of nodes, number of antennas at each node, and
nominal channel lengths involved in the CSI acquisition), and
the global information about the system condition set (a few
bits) is broadcast to all nodes while individual pilot assignment
and role in the protocol are conveyed to each node via a
sequence number in the initial link establishment. In the same
manner, node multiplexing can be applied for the forwarded
pilots of several nodes.

In brief, the direct or forwarded pilot designs under node
multiplexing can take one of the two approaches: i) consider-
ing all nodes collectively as a single virtual node (the designs
presented in the previous sections still hold but with a larger
number of antennas) and ii) designing pilots for individual
nodes and then applying FDM, TDM, frequency and time
division multiplexing (FTDM)1, or CDM-T across pilots of
different nodes. For reducing delay, the design should use
as small number of OFDM symbols as possible for pilot
transmissions.

As an example, we will illustrate the FTDM node multi-
plexing. SupposeK nodes,{Ii}, are involved, each OFDM
symbol hasM sets of cyclically equi-spaced equi-energyL1

pilots, and nodei needsMIi such pilot sets. Then the FTDM
design uses⌈∑K−1

i=0 MIi/M⌉ OFDM symbols and all of the
pilot sets ofK nodes are disjoint over the frequency or time.
For example, considerK = 3 nodes withMI0 = 3, MI1 = 3,
MI2 = 2, andM = 4. With FTDM, I0 and I1 will use the
first 3 pilot sets from the first and second symbol, respectively,
while I2 will exploit the 4-th pilot set from the first and second
symbol. The overhead and delay is only two OFDM symbols
instead of three incurred in typical sequential transmission.

Fig. 4 illustrates that several options of node multiplexing

1It can also be applied without node multiplexing but was skipped in the
previous sections for conciseness.

are possible. There, all three multiplexing options finish pilot
transmissions in two OFDM symbols while the conventional
sequential transmission will take 4 OFDM symbols.

E. Pilot Designs for MIMO Channels with Different Lengths

MIMO channels of a single node to single node link are
commonly assumed to have the same channel length. How-
ever, for channels corresponding to different node pairs, e.g.,
hSi-Rm

versushDl-Rm
, or evenhSi-Rm

versushSν -Rm
for

i 6= ν, their channel lengths can be different. This character-
istic is inherent in the proposed node multiplexing framework
and it creates a new pilot design problem for MIMO channels
with different channel lengths. In fact, even for a single
node to single node link, if distributed antennas (e.g., remote
radio heads in LTE) are used, the MIMO channels may have
different lengths. To discuss further, suppose there areK
channels with channel lengths{Li}, and we like to design
their pilots {Ci[k]} which minimize the sum MSE of these
channel estimates. For the case withLtotal ,

∑K−1
i=0 Li > N ,

we can divide these channels into TDM or CDM-T groups
such that each group has a sum of channel lengths being less
than or equal toN . Thus, without loss of generality, in the
following we just considerLtotal ≤ N .

We use the same pilot optimization criterion as in [12]
which minimizes the total MSE of least-square or maximum
likelihood channel estimation as

argmin
{Ci[k]}

Tr[σ2
Jν
(Ω†

cΩc)
−1], s.t.

K−1
∑

i=0

Ei = Etotal (13)

whereΩc = [Ωc0
,Ωc1

, · · · ,ΩcK−1
], Ωci

is of sizeN × Li,
Ei ,

∑N−1
k=0 |Ci[k]|2, and σ2

Jν
is the noise variance at

the estimating nodeJν . A difference from [12] is that the
constraint is no longer equivalent to setting Tr[Ω

†
cΩc] to a

constant due to different{Li}. An optimal design is given by
(see Appendix C for the proof)

Ω
†
ci
Ωci

= EiILi
, Ω

†
ci
Ωck

= 0Li×Lk
, ∀i 6= k, (14)

Ei =

√
Li

∑K−1
l=0

√
Ll

Etotal. (15)
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Compared with the conditionΩ†
cΩc = EavI of [12], the

differences are the unequal energy allocation in (15) and
different sizes{ILi

} in (14). Our previous design concepts
can be applied with appropriate modification as will be
described in the following. The MSE for the channeli is
σ2
Jν

Tr[(Ω†
ci
Ωci

)−1] = σ2
Jν
Li/Ei.

We can apply an existing pilot design from [12] usingL̄ ,

2⌈log2(Lmax)⌉ pilot tones per channel whereLmax , maxi{Li}
but its estimation performance will not be optimal. An easy fix
for estimation optimality is to adjust{Ei} according to (15).
This solution maintains estimation optimality but requires a
total of KL̄ pilot tones which are larger than the minimum
required amount ofLtotal tones. If minimum pilot overhead
is desired, the FDM with approximate equi-spacing from
Section III-B can be applied whereLi pilot tones are used
for channel i and {Ei} are set as in (15); its estimation
performance may slightly deviate from the optimality.

Alternatively, similar to the new CDM-F design in Sec-
tion III-B, we can develop a new design which maintains
optimal estimation performance while reducing the pilot over-
head of the existing design. This CDM-F design uses a total
of L̃total = 2⌈log2 Ltotal⌉ pilot tones with cyclically equal
spacing ofM̃ , N/L̃total tones, i.e., at tone index setJ
= M̃ × {0:L̃total − 1} or any of its shifted version, and the
pilots are given by

C0[k] =

{

al, k = J (l), |al|2 = E0/L̃total,
0, else

(16)

Ci[k] =

√

Ei

E0
C0[k]e

j2πτik

N , τi = τi−1 + Li +∆i (17)

or Ci[k] =

√

Ei

E0
C0[k]e

−j2πτik

N , τi = τi−1 + Li−1 +∆i

(18)

where {∆i} are any non-negative integers satisfying0 ≤
∑K−1

i=1 ∆i ≤ L̃total − Ltotal, τ0 = 0, and{Ei} are given by
(15). The optimality of this design is proved in Appendix C.

With the above optimal design, the MSEi for the chan-
nel i is σ2

Jν

√
Li

∑K−1
k=0

√
Lk/Etotal. For the existing design

(i.e., with constantEi), MSEi is σ2
Jν
LiK/Etotal. Both de-

signs yield different MSE values for channels with different
lengths. If we want the same MSEi for different channels,
we need to setEi = Li∑K−1

k=0 Lk
Etotal which yields MSEi

= σ2
Jν

∑K−1
k=0 Lk/Etotal.

IV. CHANNEL ESTIMATION

We will start with obtaining channel estimates for directly
connected links, and then using them we will develop a
channel estimator for indirectly connected links (e.g., estimat-
ing the first hop channel at the ending node of the second
hop). SupposeRm estimateshSi-Rm,n

from yRm,n
received

at its antennam (see (1)). Then the least-square or maximum
likelihood estimates of{hSi,ν -Rm,n

: ∀i} can be obtained
separately or jointly as

ĥ
LS

Si,ν -Rm,n
= (Ω†

ci,ν
Ωci,ν

)−1
Ω

†
ci,ν

yRm,n
(19)

ĥ
LS

Si-Rm,n
= (Ω†

ci
Ωci)

−1
Ω

†
ci
yRm,n

. (20)

The error vectors∆hLS
Si,ν -Rm,n

, ĥ
LS

Si,ν -Rm,n
− hSi,ν -Rm,n

and∆hLS
Si-Rm,n

, ĥ
LS

Si-Rm,n
−hSi-Rm,n

haveQ∆hLS
Si,ν -Rm,n

=

σ2
Rm

(Ω†
ci,ν

Ωci,ν
)−1 andQ∆hLS

Si -Rm,n
= σ2

Rm
(Ω†

ci
Ωci

)−1. If

QhSi -Rm,n
andσ2

Rm
are known, an MMSE estimator [35] can

be used as

ĥ
MMSE

Si-Rm,n
= GSi-Rm,n

ĥ
LS

Si-Rm,n
(21)

whereGSi-Rm,n
, QhSi-Rm,n

(QhSi-Rm,n
+ Q

∆ĥ
LS
Si-Rm,n

)−1.

Its error covariance matrix isQ∆hMMSE
Si -Rm,n

= (Q−1
hSi -Rm,n

+

Q∆hLS
Si-Rm,n

−1)−1. Similarly, Dl can obtain ĥ
LS

Rm-Dl,k
or

ĥ
MMSE

Rm-Dl,k
using pilots transmitted fromRm.

Next, for indirectly connected links, supposeDl estimates
hSi-Rm

usingĥRm-Dl,k
and the relay-forwarded source pilots.

SupposeSi transmitsL̃Si
= NSi

L1 pilots onJSi
(correspond-

ing time-domain matrix isΩci
) andRm usesNRm

L̃Si
tones

(counted over frequency and time) to forward source pilots to
Dl. Then, for FDM or CDM-F source pilots,JSi

consists of
NSi

disjoint index sets andΩci
is anN ×NSi

L1 matrix. But
for TDM or CDM-T source pilots,JSi

is composed ofNSi

duplicates of an index set (overNSi
symbols) andΩci

is an
NNSi

×NSi
L1 matrix. DefineΦJ for an index setJ to be

a |J | ×N matrix whosekth row is theJ (k)-th row of IN .
Thus, left-multiplying withΦJ to a vector or matrix returns
a sub vector or matrix whose elements or rows are defined by
J . DefineΩ̄ci

, INRm
⊗ (ΦJSi

FΩci
) for FDM or CDM-F

source pilots and̄Ωci
, INRm

⊗ (ΦJSi
(1NSi

⊗ F )Ωci
) for

TDM or CDM-T source pilots. Then, the total received source
pilots in frequency domain atRm are given by

Y = Ω̄ci
hSi-Rm

+WRm
(22)

where WRm
is CN (0,QWRm

). The channel gains
on the forwarded pilot tones can be defined by
H̃Rm,n-Dl,k

= ΦJn
HRm,n-Dl,k

where ΦJn
is equal to

ΦJSi
for TDM and CDM-T, ΦJSi

+τn for FDM, and
[ΦT

JSi
,ΦT

JSi
+τ1 , · · · ,Φ

T
JSi

+τNRp
−1
]T for CDM-F. Define

ΛH̃Rm,n-Dl,k
, diag{H̃Rm,n-Dl,k

}. Then, the frequency-
domain forwarded source pilots received atDl,k can be
collected as aNRm

L̃Si
× 1 vector as

ZDl,k
= Λ̄HRm -Dl,k

P
(

Ω̄ci
hSi-Rm

+WRm

)

+WDl,k

(23)

where the noiseWDl,k
is CN (0,QWDl

), and P and
Λ̄H̃Rm -Dl,k

are defined as follows.

Λ̄HRm -Dl,k
is given by diag{ΛH̃Rm,0 -Dl,k

, ΛH̃Rm,1 -Dl,k
,

· · · , ΛH̃Rm,NRm
−1 -Dl,k

} for TDM and FDM,

[INRm
⊗ ΛH̃Rm,0 -Dl,k

, INRm
⊗ ΛH̃Rm,1-Dl,k

, · · · ,

INRm
⊗ ΛH̃Rm,NRm

−1 -Dl,k
] for CDM-T, and [ΛH̃Rm,0 -Dl,k

,

ΛH̃Rm,1 -Dl,k
, · · · , ΛH̃Rm,NRm

−1 -Dl,k
] for CDM-F.

Let vi represent theith column of the unitary DFT
matrix of size NRm

× NRm
. Then, P is equal to

diag{α0, α1, · · · , αNRm−1} ⊗ IL̃Si
for TDM and FDM,

and diag{α0v0, α1v1, · · · , αNRm−1vNRm−1} ⊗IL̃Si
for
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CDM-T and CDM-F.{αn} represent fixed constants to adjust
SNRs and they could be different ifRm represents a virtual
node consisting of several nodes with different SNRs.

With perfect knowledge of̃HRm-Dl,k
, the MMSE estimate

of hSi-Rm
is obtained as

ĥ
MMSE

Si-Rm
= QhSi -RmZDl,k

Q−1
ZDl,k

ZDl,k
(24)

where

QhSi-RmZDl,k
= QhSi -Rm

Ω̄
†
ci
P †

Λ̄
†
HRm -Dl,k

, (25)

QZDl,k
= Λ̄HRm -Dl,k

PQY P †
Λ̄

†
HRm -Dl,k

+QWDl
, (26)

with QY = Ω̄ci
QhSi -Rm

Ω̄
†
ci
+QWRm

. In practice,Dl,k has

ĤRm-Dl,k
instead ofHRm-Dl,k

, and existing approaches (e.g.,
[16]) uses[QhSi -RmZDl,k

]ref and [QZDl,k
]ref which replace

Λ̄HRm -Dl,k
in (25) and (26), respectively, with̄Λ

ĤRm -Dl,k
.

We propose an alternative approach, where the effect of the
error inĤRm-Dl,k

denoted by∆HRm-Dl,k
is incorporated by

replacingΛ̄HRm -Dl,k
in (23) with Λ̄ĤRm -Dl,k

− Λ̄∆HRm -Dl,k
,

and obtain the estimator conditioned onĤRm-Dl,k
which takes

the same form as in (24) but with

QhSi-RmZDl,k
= [QhSi-RmZDl,k

]ref (27)

QZDl,k
= [QZDl,k

]ref +∆QZDl,k
(28)

∆QZDl,k
, E[Λ̄∆HRm -Dl,k

PQY P †
Λ̄

†
∆HRm -Dl,k

]

=

{

Q
∆H̄Rm -Dl,k

⊙ (PQY P †), TDM, FDM

U †[Q
∆H̄Rm -Dl,k

⊙ (PQY P †)]U , CDM-T, CDM-F

(29)

whereU , 1NRm
⊗ INRm L̃Si

, and∆H̄Rm-Dl,k
is defined

as [∆H̃
T

Rm,0-Dl,k
, ∆H̃

T

Rm,1-Dl,k
, · · · , ∆H̃

T

Rm,NRm
−1-Dl,k

]T

for TDM, FDM, and CDM-F, and[(1NRm
⊗∆H̃Rm,0-Dl,k

)T ,
· · · , (1NRm

⊗ ∆H̃Rm,NRm
−1-Dl,k

)T ]T for CDM-T. Here,

∆H̃Rm,n-Dl,k
represents error oñHRm,n-Dl,k

. The above
estimator incorporates the effect of channel estimation errors
of the directly connected link in estimating the channels of
indirectly connected link. This yields performance advantage
over the existing approaches as will be shown later. The MSE
of the proposed estimator in (24) is straightly obtained as [35]

MSEhSi-Rm
=Tr

{

Q∆hMMSE
Si-Rm

}

= Tr
{

E[QhSi-Rm

−QhSi-RmZDl,k
Q−1

ZDl,k
QH

hSi -RmZDl,k
]
}

(30)

where the expectation is over̂HRm-Dl,k
.

V. CSI ACQUISITION PROTOCOL FORRELAY SYSTEMS

Regarding CSI acquisition between multiple nodes that
can communicate directly, we present two solutions: pilot
transmission (Section V-A) and explicit CSI feedback (Sec-
tion V-B). For CSI acquisition of indirectly connected links
(e.g. obtainingCSIRk-Di

at Sm), we develop protocols under
two scenarios: acquisition at the source or destination (Sec-
tion V-C) and at the relays (Section V-D). In the protocols,
pilots used are designed according to Section III and node
multiplexing, if applicable, is according to Section III-D.

A. CSI Acquisition via Pilot Transmission

To acquireCSIS-Rk
at eachRk, sources transmit pilots

and eachRk estimates the CSI (e.g., using (20) or (21)).
By changing the roles of sources and relays, together with
the corresponding pilot design, eachSi can obtain estimates
of CSIR-Si

. The same pilot design, channel estimation, and
transmission protocol can be applied for the relay to destina-
tion hop, with a possible change in channel length.

For TDD with reciprocal channels, transmission of pilots
in both directions as described above will provide required
CSIs to both sides. For FDD, the above scheme alone will not
provide all necessary CSIs; the approach from Section V-C1
or V-C2 can be used in this case.

B. CSI Acquisition via Explicit CSI Feedback

Another approach for directly connected links is the use
of explicit CSI feedback, where a node quantizes, encodes,
and transmits back the CSI as data. Consider the MIMO link
between sourceSi and relays{Rk}. For TDD, there are two
options, both starting with transmission of pilots. In the first
option, eachSi transmitsNSi

L1 pilots,∀ i, to {Rk} and each
Rk estimatesCSIS-Rk

and feeds it back to{Si}. In the second
option, eachRk transmitsNRk

L1 pilots to{Si}, eachSi then
estimatesCSIR-Si

and feeds it back to all{Rk}. The choice
between these two options can be determined by the least pilot
overhead usage. Suppose the first option is adopted (for the
second option, sources and relays switch roles). Then eachRk

estimatesCSIS-Rk
based on the pilot sets sent byS, quantizes

and encodes it and transmits back toS. This explicit CSI
feedback requires2L1Nbits/β bits whereNbits is the effective
number of bits used for a real valued channel tap gain,β is the
coding rate (β = 1 if no error correcting code is applied), and
the factor of2 is due to the complex component. We define
N̄bits = 2Nbits/β, soL1N̄bits bits per channel are needed for
CSI feedback.

When sending CSI feedback, the transmitting node has three
options: i) Choose the best antenna for transmission based
on SNR calculated by the estimated CSI, ii) Designate a
predetermined antenna for CSI feedback, and iii) Utilize mul-
tiple antennas using space-time/space-frequency block coding
(STBC/SFBC), space division multiplexing (SDM), or another
multiple antenna transmission scheme.

For any option, using a predetermined subcarrier set
JRk,FEED

known byS andRk, a pilot set (whose length equals
the number of transmit antennas used in the feedback times
L1) is transmitted byRk along with the encodedCSIS-Rk

. If
eachSi needs to only knowCSISi-Rk

, not CSIS-Rk
, and the

channels are reciprocal, then the CSI feedback can exclude
CSIS-Rk,m̂

, where m̂ is the index(es) of the transmitting
antenna(s). The CSI feedback transmissions from all{Rk}
can apply node multiplexing. Using the relay transmitted pilot
set, the receiving nodeSi can estimateCSIRk,m̂-Si

using (20)
or (21) (which givesCSISi-Rk,m̂

for reciprocal channels) and
decode the required CSI feedback.

For FDD, both sides of the link need to send pilots. The
transmissions from both sides can be simultaneous. Each
node estimates CSI of its receiving MIMO link, quantizes,
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encodes it and then feeds back. Any of the three options for
CSI feedback transmission in TDD can be used here. The
node multiplexing can be designed in the same way as in
TDD. Another difference from TDD is that when sending CSI
feedback, no pilot insertion is necessary for data detection as
the receiving nodes already know the receiving channels if a
predefined set of transmit antennas is used in the CSI feedback
transmission.

The same protocols provided in this subsection can be
applied for CSI acquisition of the relay to destination link.

C. Acquiring CSIRk-D at the Source andCSIS-Rk
at the

Destination

This is a scenario of CSI acquisition of indirectly connected
links. The problem is the same for either at the source or
destination. The options described below can be applied at
either node. We will discuss how the destination obtains
CSIS-Rk

, as some relaying strategies (e.g. [7], [9]) need this
information.

1) Explicit Feedforward of CSI:SupposeRk has obtained
CSIS-Rk

using pilots or a protocol from Section V-B, then
it can provide this information to{Di} after quantizing and
encoding it intoNRk

NSTOT
L1N̄bits bits. If the destinationDi

already knowsCSIRk-Di
, no pilots are necessary during the

CSI feedforward, otherwiseRk needs to insert its own pilots
whose length equals the total number of transmit antennas used
in CSI feedforward timesL2. The CSI feedforward can adopt
one of the three transmission options of Section V-B together
with the node multiplexing mechanism for transmissions from
different relay nodes.

2) CSI Estimation using Forwarded Pilots:S transmits
pilots to {Rk} and then eachRk forwards toD its received
source pilots. IfDi does not haveCSIRk-Di

yet, Rk also
needs to insert its own pilots when forwarding the source
pilots. Node multiplexing is applied between{Rk}. Next,Di

estimatesCSIRk-Di
(e.g., using (20) or (21)) based on the

inserted pilots ofRk and thenCSIS-Rk
(e.g., using (24) with

(27) and (28)).

D. AcquiringCSIS-Rl
, CSIRl-S , CSID-Rl

, andCSIRl-D ∀ l 6=
k, at RelayRk, ∀ k

This is another scenario of CSI acquisition of indirectly
connected links where CSI sharing is required between relays
to optimize the overall performance (e.g. [11]). Due to several
CSI requirement scenarios with multiple options as will be
discussed below, the main protocols for TDD will be presented
in sequence in Table I for clarity. The table shows each action
needed at each step along with the result from that action.
Each step represents a separate transmission, unless otherwise
noted. For FDD, we will present protocols for obtaining both
forward and reverse link CSIs. If a considered relay system
requires only a subset of the above CSIs, the required protocols
can be easily extracted from our protocols.

1) Relay CSI sharing together with acquiringCSIS-R,
CSIR-S , CSID-R and CSIR-D at S and D: In Table I we
present two options, 1A-TDD and 1B-TDD, to use when TDD
is utilized. If FDD is used, additional steps are needed and

the relays should be able to transmit and receive on both
frequency bands. There are two scenarios for FDD, based on
whether the carrier frequencies of the relays’ transmissions
to the sources and to the destinations are the same or not,
and they are denoted by FDD-1 and FDD-2, respectively.
Considering FDD-1, we first apply either 1A-TDD or 1B-TDD
(Options 1A-FDD and 1B-FDD, respectively) from Table I
except the final step. Then, allS and D get CSIS-R and
CSID-R; and in addition, the relay-inserted pilots provide
CSIR-Si

to Si andCSIR-Dm
to Dm. After that, as step 4, each

Si broadcastsCSISi-R andCSIR-Si
and eachDm broadcasts

CSIDm-R andCSIR-Dm
, where pilot insertion is not needed.

At this stage, eachRk obtainsCSIS-R, CSIR-S , CSID-R and
CSIR-D while eachSi andDm haveCSIS-R andCSID-R. If
Si andDm also needCSIR-S andCSIR-D, as step 5, either
eachRk broadcastsCSIRk-S andCSIRk-D or a predefinedRν

broadcastsCSIR-S andCSIR-D; no pilot insertion is needed
here. Node multiplexing can be appropriately applied in all
of the above transmissions if it saves overhead. For FDD-2,
the procedures remain the same as in FDD-1 except with the
following changes. Any transmission fromRk now needs to
be on two transmission bands (one toS and the other toD).
Relay pilot insertion, if needed, will beL1 tones per antenna to
S andL2 tones per antenna toD. If {Rk} can transmit/receive
on both bands simultaneously, any communications of{Rk}
to the two sidesS and D in the above protocols can be
simultaneous.

2) Relay CSI sharing without acquiringCSIS-R, CSIR-S ,
CSID-R and CSIR-D at S and D: For TDD, instead of the
above protocols, alternative options can be implemented to
reduce CSI delay and pilot overhead. The steps required for
TDD for these options are presented as 2A-TDD and 2B-TDD
in Table I. For FDD-1, we can apply 2A-TDD or 2B-TDD
first (dubbed as 2A-FDD or 2B-FDD, respectively). Then as
step 3, eachRk broadcastsCSIS-Rk

andCSID-Rk
where pilot

insertion is not needed. As step 4, eachSi broadcastsCSISi-R

and eachDm broadcastsCSIDm-R without pilot insertion. For
FDD-2, the same procedures as in FDD-1 can be used with
the following changes. At step 1,{Rk} transmitNRTOT

L1

pilot tones toS and NRTOT
L2 pilot tones toD. At step 3,

eachRk broadcastsCSIS-Rk
to S andCSID-Rk

to D. Note
that as an alternative to the above 2A-FDD or 2B-FDD, we
can also apply 1A-FDD or 1B-FDD up to step 4, which are
identified as 2A′-FDD and 2B′-FDD, respectively.

VI. CSI ACQUISITION IN MP-MP SYSTEMS

In an MP-MP system with interference alignment (IA) [27]–
[29], all CSIs are needed at each node. Therefore, a protocol
is needed for CSI acquisition at various nodes. For MP-MP
systems with disjoint resource allocation, CSI may also be
needed at the node which performs resource allocation. In
the following we first consider three scenarios for MP-MP
IA systems which depend on the communication capabilities
of the nodes{Si} and{Dν}. The three scenarios range from
more limiting to less, so, for example, options for Scenario
1 may be used in all other scenarios, but not vice versa. The
fourth scenario addresses for MP-MP systems with disjoint
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TABLE I
PROTOCOLSEQUENCES FORSECTION V-D: RELAY CSI SHARING

1A-TDD
Step Result Notes
1. {Si} transmitNSTOT

L1 pilots. EachRk estimatesCSIS-Rk
using (20) or (21). Node multiplexing can be applied.

2. {Dm} transmitNDTOT
L2 pilots. EachRk estimatesCSID-Rk

using (20) or (21). Steps 1 and 2 may be performed simul-
taneously using node multiplexing.

3. Each Rk feedbacks quantized and encoded
CSIS-Rk

and CSID-Rk
disjointly. {Rk} insert L

pilot tones per transmit antenna.

{Si} and{Dm} obtainCSIS-R andCSID-R Node multiplexing can be applied. If
{Si} and {Dm} have CSIR-S and
CSIR-D , respectively, pilot insertion is
not needed.

4. A predefined source or destination transmits quan-
tizedCSIS-R andCSID-R to {Rk}.

EachRk obtainsCSIS-R andCSID-R. No pilot insertion is necessary.

1B-TDD
3. EachRk forwards received pilots from both{Si}
and{Dm} together with its inserted pilots (L tones
per transmit antenna).

{Si} and {Dm} estimate CSIS-Rk
and

CSID-Rk
using (20) or (21) and then (24) with

(27) and (28).

Steps 1, 2 and 4 are the same as 1A-
TDD. Node multiplexing can be applied.

2A-TDD
1. {Rk} transmitNRTOT

L pilots. Each Si and Dm estimate CSIR-Si
and

CSIR-Dm , respectively, using (20) or (21).
Node multiplexing can be applied.

2.{Si} and{Dm} quantize and encode the estimated
channels and feedback them disjointly. EachSi and
Dm also insert their own pilots (L1 and L2 tones
per transmit antenna respectively).

Each{Rk} obtainsCSIR-S andCSIR-D . Node multiplexing can be applied. Pi-
lot insertion at Si and Dm is not
needed if eachRk knowsCSIS-Rk

and
CSID-Rk

, respectively.
2B-TDD

2. {Si} and {Dm} each forward received pilots
uniquely, insert their own pilots (L1 andL2 tones per
transmit antenna respectively), and transmit to{Rk}.

EachRk estimatesCSIS-R andCSID-R using
(20) or (21) and then (24) with (27) and (28).

Step 1 is the same as 2A-TDD. Node
multiplexing can be applied.

resource allocation. In all four scenarios, when{Si} ({Dν})
transmit pilots or CSI to{Dν} ({Si}), the node multiplexing
from Section III-D can be utilized to minimize overhead. Same
as before, pilots are designed according to Section III.

Scenario 1:In this scenario, the sources can only transmit to
destinations, and the destinations can only transmit to sources.
There are two options for a TDD system, namely 1A-TDD
and 1B-TDD, and for clarity of the protocol procedures, they
are presented in Table II. For FDD, at step 1, both{Si} and
{Dν} are transmitting pilots on their separate subbands simul-
taneously. At step 2, both sets{Si} and{Dν} simultaneously
broadcast the CSIs of their receiving channels by either the
explicit CSI feedforward described in Section V-C1 (Option
1A-FDD) or the pilot forwarding presented in Section III-C
but without pilot insertion (Option 1B-FDD). After extracting
or estimating CSIs using (24) with (27) and (28), eachSk now
knowsCSIS-D andCSID-Sk

while eachDm hasCSID-S and
CSIS-Dm

. Next, a predefined source and a predefined desti-
nation simultaneously transmit encodedCSIS-D and encoded
CSID-S , respectively. No pilot insertion is necessary. This
transmission can use a predefined single antenna or multiple
antennas with STBC/SFBC or SDM. The SDM approach
can apply predefined multiple nodes as well and the choice
consideration is the same as in TDD case. By now, each node
knows allCSIS-D andCSID-S .

Scenario 2: In this scenario, the sources can communicate
with any node but the destinations can only transmit to and
receive from the sources. If FDD is used, then the sources
should have capability to transmit and receive on each fre-
quency band. The options shown in Table II labeled 2A-TDD
and 2B-TDD outline the procedure for systems using TDD.
If FDD is used, the same initial steps are taken as in the
TDD case. Then eachDν would know all desired CSIs except
CSIS-Dl

∀ l 6= ν. Each source would knowCSID-S . Therefore,

eachDν can use either the explicit CSI feedforward approach
described in Section V-C1 (Option 2A-FDD) or the forwarded
pilots approach in Section III-C (Option 2B-FDD), together
with the node multiplexing (described in Section III-D) to give
each sourceCSIS-Dν

. No pilot insertion is necessary. Then
single or multiple predefined source nodes send back quantized
and encodedCSISi-Dν

, ∀ i, ν to the destinations (with no
inserted pilots) from predefined single or multiple antennas
with SFBC/STBC or SDM format. Furthermore, other source
nodes need not perform the signal reception in this step. After
this, all sources and destinations obtain all CSIs.

Scenario 3:In this scenario, any node can receive transmis-
sion from any other node. For FDD, each node should have
capability to transmit and receive on each frequency band.
For TDD, Options 3A-TDD and 3B-TDD are the same as
Options 2A-TDD and 2B-TDD except they have the choice
of whether{Si} or {Dν} transmit in the first step. If{Si}
transmits first, then the roles of the sources and destinations
are reversed for the remaining procedure from 2A-TDD or
2B-TDD presented in Table II. In the following we will
consider{Dν} transmitting first as in Table II. If FDD is
used, the system uses the chosen TDD procedure first and
then sequentially each of{Dν} broadcastsCSIS-Dν

, along
with NDν

L inserted pilots toSi, ∀ i and Dl, ∀ l 6= ν.
This broadcast can use either the explicit CSI feedforward or
the pilot forwarding approach (denoted as Options 3A-FDD
and 3B-FDD, respectively). Each receiving nodeIl estimates
its respective receiving channelCSIDν -Il and then obtains
CSIS-Dν

. After the broadcast of all{Dν}, every source and
destination node obtain all CSIs.

Scenario 4: The final scenario is when the sources utilize
separate resources and one node must acquire all CSIs present
in the system to perform the resource allocation. We will
assume that the node isSi∗ , and if it is a destination the
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TABLE II
PROTOCOLSEQUENCES FORSECTION VI: MP-MP SYSTEMS

1A-TDD
Step Result Notes
1. {Dν} transmitNDTOT

L pilots. EachSi estimatesCSID-Si
using (20) or (21). Node multiplexing can be applied.

2. {Si} quantize and encode the estimated chan-
nels, insert their own pilots, and feedback the
quantized CSIs disjointly.

{Dν} estimateCSIS-Dν as well as decode the trans-
mitted quantizedCSID-S (= CSIS-D).

Node multiplexing can be used.

3. A predefined destination quantizes allCSIS-D
and transmits these CSIs to{Si}.

{Si} decode all desired CSIs. No pilot insertion is necessary.

1B-TDD
2. EachSi forwards received pilots from{Dν}
uniquely, together with its own inserted pilots.

{Dν} estimateCSIS-D using (24) with (27) and (28). Steps 1 and 3 are the same as 1A-TDD.
Node multiplexing can be used.

2A-TDD
1. {Dν} transmitNDTOT

L pilots. EachSi estimatesCSID-Si
using (20) or (21). Node multiplexing can be applied.

2. Sequentially eachSi quantizes and encodes
the estimated channels and transmits them dis-
jointly together with its own inserted pilots.

All {Dν} andSl, ∀ l 6= i decode the CSIs fromSi. Inserted pilots need not be designed
jointly across all{Si} but just for in-
dividual Si.

2B-TDD
2. Sequentially eachSi forwards the received
pilots together with its own inserted pilots.

All {Dν} andSl, ∀ l 6= i estimate the CSIs fromSi

using (20) or (21) and then (24) with (27) and (28).
Step 1 is the same as 2A-TDD. Inserted
pilots are designed just for individualSi.

process is the same except their roles are reversed. For TDD,
all sources, using node multiplexing, transmitNSTOT

L pilots
to the destinations, where eachDν estimatesCSISi-Dν

, ∀ i.
{Dν} then use either the explicit CSI feedforward approach
(Option 4A-TDD) or the pilot forwarding (Option 4B-TDD)
with their own inserted pilots to transmit to the sources. Now,
Si∗ retrieves the required CSIs.

For FDD, both node banks first transmit their pilots using
node multiplexing.{Si} estimateCSID-Si

and{Dν} estimate
CSIS-Dν

. Then both use either the explicit CSI feedforward
approach (Option 4A-FDD) or the pilot forwarding (Option
4B-FDD) without inserted pilots to transmit the estimated CSIs
back to the other node bank. Then,Si∗ and a predefined des-
tinationDν∗ retrieve the CSIs, namely,CSIS-D andCSID-S ,
respectively. Finally,Dν∗ transmitsCSID-S to Si∗ , where no
pilot insertion is required, andSi∗ obtains all the desired CSIs.

VII. OVERHEAD, PROTOCOLCHOICE AND PERFORMANCE

As mentioned in Section II, to reduce control signaling over-
head for CSI acquisition, the proposed approach inserts into
the initial link establishment process the number assignment
to the nodes. This step is simply inserting the number into a
control signaling message of the process. Thus, if a total of
K nodes are involved, then the overhead would beK log2(K)
bits. In contrast, conventional approaches would need to send
control signaling messages to indicate the resource assignment
(for pilots and/or CSI feedback) of all the nodes during the
CSI acquisition phase. The corresponding overhead would be
K(NID +NRA) whereNID is the number of bits for a user’s
ID andNRA is the number of bits for resource assignment for
transmission of pilots or CSI feedback of each user. Note that
NID > log2(K) as the total number of users in the system
will be much larger thanK andNRA > log2(K) as the total
number of resources in the resource assignment would also
be larger thanK. This shows additional overhead saving of
the proposed approach in the control signaling on top of pilot
overhead saving. The latter will be described in the following
protocol choice section.

A. Protocol Choice

Our proposed CSI acquisition protocols include some op-
tions and the choice depends on the specifics of the system
setup, requirements, and algorithms involved. A major factor
is the overhead cost while the energy efficiency and CSI
accuracy should also be taken into consideration. For example,
regarding the choice between the quantized and encoded CSI
transmission and the pilot transmission (Section III, V, and
VI), one can keep the CSI accuracy and the energy efficiency
of the two options to be at comparable level and select the one
which has smaller overhead cost. The energy efficiency can be
kept the same by adjusting the QAM size and the bit energy of
the encoded CSI. The CSI accuracy of the pilot transmission
approach is reflected by the MSE performance but that of the
explicit CSI transmission depends on how it is quantized and
encoded (codebook design), and such a design process is out
of the scope of this paper.

Regarding the option as to whether sources or destinations
should transmit pilots (Section V-B), the overhead cost, which
depends on the number of nodes and antennas at each side,
can be used to select which option. The overhead associated
with various CSI acquisition options for the relay and MP-
MP systems are given in Table III and IV, respectively,
which depends on the system specifics and can be used in
selecting the protocol options for a given system. In the tables
of overhead, if pilots and data symbols are transmitted in
separate OFDM symbol(s) (denoted as preamble format), then
Θ(X) is

⌈

X/N̄
⌉

N̄ where N̄ is the number of subcarriers
available for transmission (̄N = N if all of the subcarriers
are used). If pilots are transmitted together with data tones
within an OFDM symbol in a pilot-data-multiplexed manner,
thenΘ(X) = X.

Note that the overhead can be appropriately translated
into delay of the CSI acquisition protocol. Considering a
preamble format, each pilot or CSI feedback transmission can
be converted to delay using

⌈

Nover/N̄
⌉

whereNover is the
number of needed tones for each step in obtaining all desired
CSI. Comparing the options from Scenarios 1 through 3 from
Section VI, we look at the delays associated with each. For
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TABLE III
OVERHEAD COMPARISON FORRELAY SYSTEMS

Option Overhead
Quantized CSI [Θ(NSTOTL1)] pilots +[NSTOTNRTOTL1N̄bits] bits

feedforward
Pilot forwarding [Θ(NSTOTL1) + Θ(NRTOT(NSTOTL1 + L2))] pilots

Section V-D: Relay CSI Sharing
1A-TDD [Θ(NSTOTL1) + Θ(NRTOTL) + Θ(NDTOTL2)] pilots

+[2NSTOTNRTOTL1N̄bits + 2NRTOTNDTOTL2N̄bits] bits
1B-TDD [Θ(NSTOTL1) + Θ(NDTOTL2) + Θ(NRTOT(NSTOTL1 +NDTOTL2 + L)) pilots

+[NSTOTNRTOTL1N̄bits +NRTOTNDTOTL2N̄bits] bits
1A-FDD TDD Overhead+[2NSTOTNRTOTL1N̄bits + 2NRTOTNDTOTL2N̄bits] bits
1B-FDD TDD Overhead+[2NSTOTNRTOTL1N̄bits + 2NRTOTNDTOTL2N̄bits] bits
2A-TDD [Θ(NSTOTL1) + Θ(NRTOTL) + Θ(NDTOTL2)] pilots

+[NSTOTNRTOTL1N̄bits +NDTOTNRTOTL2N̄bits] bits
2B-TDD [Θ(NRTOTL) + Θ(NSTOT(NRTOTL+ L1)) + Θ(NDTOT(NRTOTL+ L2))] pilots
2A-FDD TDD Overhead+[2NSTOTNRTOTL1N̄bits + 2NDTOTNRTOTL2N̄bits] bits
2B-FDD TDD Overhead+[2NSTOTNRTOTL1N̄bits + 2NDTOTNRTOTL2N̄bits] bits
2A′-FDD 1A-FDD Overhead−[NSTOTNRTOTL1N̄bits +NRTOTNDTOTL2N̄bits] bits
2B′-FDD 1B-FDD Overhead−[NSTOTNRTOTL1N̄bits +NRTOTNDTOTL2N̄bits] bits

Note:Θ(X) ,

{
⌈

X

N̄

⌉

N̄ , preamble format
X, pilot-data multiplexing format

TABLE IV
OVERHEAD COMPARISON FORMP-MP SYSTEMS

Option Overhead
1A - TDD [Θ(NDTOTL) + Θ(NSTOTL)] pilots +[2NSTOTNDTOTLN̄bits] bits
1B - TDD [Θ(NDTOTL) + Θ(NSTOT(NDTOT + 1)L)] pilots +[NSTOTNDTOTLN̄bits] bits
1A - FDD TDD Overhead+[2NSTOTNDTOTLN̄bits] bits
1B - FDD TDD Overhead+[Θ(NDTOT(NSTOT + 1)L)] pilots +[NSTOTNDTOTLN̄bits] bits

2A - TDD [Θ(NDTOTL) +
∑ÑS−1

i=0 Θ(NSiL)] pilots +[NSTOTNDTOTLN̄bits] bits

2B - TDD [Θ(NDTOTL) +
∑ÑS−1

i=0 Θ(NSiL(NDTOT + 1))] pilots
2A - FDD TDD Overhead+[2NSTOTNDTOTLN̄bits] bits
2B - FDD TDD Overhead+[Θ(NDTOT(NSTOT + 1)L)] pilots +[NSTOTNDTOTLN̄bits] bits

3A - TDD [Θ(NDTOTL) +
∑ÑS−1

i=0 Θ(NSiL)] pilots +[NSTOTNDTOTLN̄bits] bits

3B - TDD [Θ(NDTOTL) +
∑ÑS−1

i=0 Θ(NSiL(NDTOT + 1))] pilots

3A - FDD TDD Overhead+[
∑ÑD−1

ν=0 Θ(NDνL)] pilots +[NDTOTNSTOTLN̄bits] bits

3B - FDD TDD Overhead+[
∑ÑD−1

ν=0 Θ(NDiL(NSTOT + 1))] pilots
4A - TDD [Θ(NSTOTL) + Θ(NDTOTL)] pilots +[NSTOTNDTOTLN̄bits] bits
4B - TDD [Θ(NSTOTL) + Θ(NSTOT(NDTOT + 1)L)] pilots
4A - FDD TDD Overhead+[2NSTOTNDTOTLN̄bits] bits
4B - FDD TDD Overhead+[Θ(NDTOTNSTOTL)] pilots +[NSTOTNDTOTLN̄bits] bits
See Table III for the definition ofΘ(X).
Note: The expressions assume the destinations transmit first. If the sources transmit first, then the expressions are the
same exceptNDTOT andNSTOT switch roles.

example, let us consider a system withN = N̄ = 256, L = 4,
ÑS = ÑD = 4, NSTOT

= NDTOT
= 8, β = 1/2, Nbits = 8,

and a fixedM -QAM modulation used for CSI feedback with
M = 16. For TDD, 2B-TDD and 3B-TDD have the lowest
delay of5 OFDM symbols. For FDD, 3B-FDD has the lowest
delay of 9 OFDM symbols. IfN is increased to1024, the
smallest delay is still 2B-TDD and 3B-TDD for TDD at5
OFDM symbols, but for FDD, 1B-FDD now has the shortest
delay at6 OFDM symbols. The delays will be unique to each
system setup as there are many variables which affect the total.

In the CSI feedback/feedforward, the choice of transmitting
from a single antenna or multiple antennas with SFBC/STBC
or SDM (Section V-B) depends on the system specifics such
as MIMO size and power and rate constraint. If there is
only one receiving node with a single antenna, transmitting

from the best antenna can be utilized. If both transmitting
and receiving nodes have multiple antennas and the nodes are
power-constrained, then SFBC/STBC can be adopted. If the
MIMO nodes are rate-optimizing, then SDM can be used.

With regard to the option of pilot forwarding from a single
antenna or multiple antennas (Section III-C), if the receiving
nodes need not know all of their receiving channels, then
using a single transmit antenna can save some overhead, since
only one set per transmit node of added pilots needs to be
transmitted. If the receiving nodes know all of their receiving
channels, then the overhead of pilot forwarding from single
or multiple antennas is the same, but the latter will have
advantage in terms of peak to average power ratio (PAPR)
since the number of transmitted tones per radio frequency (RF)
chain is smaller in this case.
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Fig. 5. Channel estimation MSE for all three channels in a nodemultiplexing

B. Channel Estimation for Channels with Different Lengths

In our simulations (Section VII-B-VII-E), we adopt OFDM
with N = 64 subcarriers and 16 cyclic prefix samples. The
average pilot SNR is defined asγ = (Etotal/Ntotal)/(Nσ2

I )
whereNtotal is the number of channels present in the node
multiplexing scheme,Etotal is the total pilot energy transmit-
ted for allNtotal channels, andσ2

I is the noise variance at the
considered nodeI. For pilot forwarding scenarios, we will
useγi to denoteγ for the source pilots at theith hop, and
γ2r to denoteγ for the relay-inserted pilots. If not explicitly
mentioned, we useγ2 = γ2r.

Here, we evaluate the proposed pilot designs for channels
with different lengths. We consider a node multiplexing sce-
nario where a source with two antennas and a single antenna
destination simultaneously send pilots to a single antennarelay
and the relay estimates the three channels. The channels from
the source to relay have lengthL1 = 3 and the channel
between the relay and destination haveL2 = 9, and they have
an exponential decay power delay profile (PDP), decreasing 3
dB per tap. We will collectively present the results in two
perspectives: i) comparative performance of different pilot
designs and ii) impacts of pilot designs with and without a
constraint of equal individual channel estimation MSE. For
the first perspective, we test three different pilot designs: the
design from [12] and the two proposed designs, namely an
approximately cyclically equi-spaced FDM design and the
optimal CDM-F design presented in Section III-E without
equal individual channel estimation MSE constraint. For the
second perspective, we add the optimal CDM-F design with
equal individual channel estimation MSE constraint. The same
channel estimator in (20) is applied for all the pilot designs.

The total channel estimation MSE performance is shown in
Fig. 5 while individual channel estimation MSEs are presented
in Fig. 6. The theoretical MSE expressions match the simula-
tion results and only the latter are presented for clarity. First,
the design from [12], which is optimal under equal channel
lengths and uses either 48 pilot tones (16 tones per channel)or
24 pilot tones (4 tones for each source channel and 16 tones for
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Fig. 6. Channel estimation MSE for individual channels of length L1 = 3
andL2 = 9

destination channel), is no longer optimal and suffers a slight
total MSE degradation if compared with the proposed optimal
CDM-F design without equal MSE constraint which uses 16
pilot tones. The proposed FDM uses minimum pilot amount
of 15 tones and gives almost the same total MSE performance
as the proposed optimal CDM-F design. Thus, the proposed
designs provide better total MSE performance with smaller
pilot overhead if compared with the existing design from [12].
In terms of MSEs of individual channels, the existing design
from [12] yields a smaller MSE than the proposed designs for
the channels with lengthL1 = 3 and a larger MSE for the
channel with lengthL2 = 9. The reason is as follows. The
channel with longer length experiences a larger MSE under
equal pilot energy allocation due to larger dimension of the
parameter space. Under the criterion of minimizing total MSE,
the optimal design allocates more pilot energy to the channel
with longer length to bring down the total MSE at the cost of
some MSE increase for the shorter channels.

Next, we evaluate the proposed design with equal individual
MSE constraint. Note that both our other proposed designs and
the design from [12] do not provide equal individual channel
estimation MSE. The proposed design yields equal MSE for
individual channels, but its total MSE slightly increases (to the
level similar to that of the design from [12]). The proposed
minimum overhead FDM with equal MSE constraint gives
almost the same MSE performance and hence is not shown
in the figure for presentation clarity. The design with equal
individual MSE constraint allocates more pilot energy to the
channel with longer length than the optimal design without
such constraint does, which decreases MSE of the longer
channel and increases MSE of the shorter channel.

C. Tone Selection and Pilot Forwarding Schemes

First, we present the effect of forwarded pilot tone locations
on the first-hop channel estimation performance. We setαk as
in [17] and γ1 = γ2 = γ2r. For all channels, we assume
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Fig. 7. Effect of tone selection for pilot forwarding(JS = 8 × {0:7},
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the ITU Pedestrian Channel Model B with a raised cosine
filter with roll-off factor of 0.5 and L = 8 sample-spaced
channel taps. To focus on the effect of forwarded pilot tone
locations, we consider one source, one single-antenna relay
and one destination. First, we investigate for a single-antenna
source which transmits one set of 8 cyclically equi-spaced pilot
tones (JS = 8×{0:7}) and the relay forwards the source pilots
onJR = k×{0:7} for k ∈ {1:8}. The relay also transmits its
own 8 pilots with cyclically equal spacing which are disjoint
(in time or frequency) from the forwarded source pilots so
that the destination can first estimateHR-D and thenHS-R.
Fig. 7 shows the first-hop channel estimation MSE (using the
proposed estimator) for different locations of forwarded pilots
characterized by the spacingk of adjacent pilot tones. We
observe thatk = 8 (corresponding to cyclically equi-spaced
pilots) gives the best results which corroborates the design
analysis in Appendix B.

Next, we consider a source with two antennas which
transmits two sets of 8 cyclically equi-spaced pilot tones
where JS = T0 for TDM or CDM-T source pilots, and
JS = {T0, T1} for FDM or CDM-F source pilots where
T0 , 8 × {0:7} and T1 , T0 + 4. We first check with
JR = k × {0:7} for k ∈ {1:8} for TDM and CDM-T source
pilots (similarly for FDM while keeping disjointness of its
two pilot sets) and obtain the same results as in Fig. 7. Next,
we investigate the effect of shifting the locations of the pilot
set(s), i.e.,JR = T0+m for TDM or CDM-T source pilots and
JR = {T0, T1 +m} for FDM or CDM-F source pilots. Fig. 8
presents the first-hop channel estimation MSE for different
shifting m. The MSE (the same for different proposed source
pilot designs) is invariant to the pilot set shifting in pilot
forwarding, confirming the analysis in Appendix B.

Now, we consider two antennas at the relay and evaluate
FDM, TDM, CDM-T and CDM-F pilot forwarding schemes.
Their channel estimation MSEs ofHSi-R obtained at the
destination are shown in Fig. 9. FDM, TDM, and CDM-
T pilot forwarding schemes give the same first-hop channel
estimation MSE as expected since forwarded pilot sets main-
tain orthogonality (the pilot sets can be decoupled without
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Fig. 8. Shift-invariant characteristic of a forwarded pilot set: (For
TDM/CDM-T source pilots,JR = T0 +m. For FDM/CDM-F source pilots,
JR = {T0, T1 +m}.)
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Fig. 9. Comparison of several pilot forwarding schemes

knowing {HR-D[k]}). The proposed CDM-F pilot forwarding
scheme (τ0 = 0, τ1 = 1) also gives practically the same MSE.
However, with an unrecommended setting (τ0 = 0, τ1 = 7),
the CDM-F scheme shows a slight MSE degradation. This is
expected since the orthogonality of the CDM-F forwarded pilot
sets is affected by the channel estimation errors{∆HR-D[k]}
at JSi

and JSi
+ τ1, and such effect increases with more

random (less correlated) channel estimation errors (i.e. larger
τ1). Nevertheless, the MSE degradation is insignificant and
hence CDM-F with suboptimal setting of{τi} could still be
considered if other constraints prohibit the use of optimal
setting of{τi}.

D. Estimator Performance and Effects of Pilot SNRs

Here, we will present performance of the proposed MMSE
estimator in estimatinghS-Rm

at the destination and the
impact of different pilot SNR settings. We consider one source,
two relays, and one destination, all with a single antenna. The
source transmits pilots, and the relays forward received source
pilots together with inserted own pilots to the destination.
The pilots and their forwarding mechanisms are according
to Section III. The system and channel models are the same
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Fig. 10. Effect of the second-hop channel estimation accuracy on the first-hop
channel estimation performance

as in Section VII-C. The destination estimates{hRm-D} first
and then{hS-Rm

}. We include the MMSE estimator from
[16] as reference. We obtain practically the same result forall
proposed pilot forwarding mechanisms.

The channel estimation MSE for{hS-Rm
} is shown in

Fig. 10 for various accuracy levels ofĥRi-D (indicated byγ2r).
The MSE performances forhS-R0

and hS-R1
are identical,

so only one is shown. We observe that the estimators could
experience MSE floors depending onγ2r. It is due to the
nature of using the second hop channel estimate in estimating
the first hop channel. To explain more, we can observe from
(23) that any error in{HRm-D} will be multiplied with the
pilot signal causing an interference in estimation ofhSi-Rm

which increases with pilot power. If the estimation error of
{HRm-D} is not small enough compared to the noise level
affecting the source pilots, the above mentioned interference
will become dominant and cause the MSE floor. The proposed
method outperforms the reference method due to two reasons:
i) the proposed method incorporates the effect of second-hop
channel estimation errors in estimating the first-hop channel
while the reference method ignores that effect2 and ii) the
exploitation of channel frequency correlation property inthe
reference method is less fruitful than the proposed method.

For the proposed estimator withγ1 = γ2, we observeγ2r
should be at least the same as or larger thanγi to avoid MSE
floor for the first-hop channel estimation, and boostingγ2r by
5 dB aboveγi would yield the MSE performance very close
to that with perfect{HRm-D}.

Next, we present the effect of fixed second-hop SNR (γ2
and γ2r) on the first-hop channel estimation performance of
the proposed estimator in Fig. 11. The results obtained with
perfectHR-D (i.e.,γ2r = ∞) show the effect of fixedγ2 while

2The MSE curve of the reference method forγ2r = 10dB shows an
intriguing result of a slight increase at high SNR. By neglecting the effect of
estimation error for{HRk-D} and hence its interference effect, the reference
method induces a model mismatch in its MMSE formulation which grows with
increased first-hop pilot power and its effect becomes dominant if the level of
the neglected errors (dependent onγ2r) is significant compared to the noise
level affecting the source pilots (dependent onγi). This explains the nature
of the MSE curves of the reference method.
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Fig. 11. The first-hop channel estimation performance under fixed second-
hop SNR
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Fig. 12. Effect of boosting the second-hop SNR on the first-hop channel
estimation (γ2 = γ2r = γ1 +∆γ)

those withHR-D estimate represent the effects of both fixed
γ2 andγ2r. There are MSE floors at highγ1 and the starting
point and level of the floor depend on values ofγ2 and γ2r.
We observe that at a fixedγ2, there is little improvement on
first-hop estimation performance by increasingγ1 beyond 5dB
aboveγ2, andγ1 = γ2 would be an energy-efficient setting.

In Fig. 12, we show the effect of boosting the second-
hop SNR on the first-hop channel estimation performance
where γ2 = γ2r = γ1 + ∆γ. As an ideal reference, we
include the performance of directly estimatinghS-Rm

by
the MMSE estimator atRm (denoted “Direct MMSE”). In
general, boosting the second-hop SNR can improve the fisrt-
hop channel estimation performance subject to the power
budget of the second hop, and 20dB boost yields almost
the same performance as Direct MMSE. However, boosting
beyond 10dB will not be energy-efficient as the improvement
becomes quite incremental.

To evaluate the proposed MMSE estimator’s performance
in scenarios with mismatched channel covariance knowledge,
we assume a uniform PDP for both hops in the development
of the proposed MMSE estimator while the actual channels
correspond to the ITU Pedestrian Model B. The other settings
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Fig. 13. Channel estimation MSE ofhS-Rm using the proposed MMSE
estimator with mismatched statistics

are the same as in Fig. 12. The simulation results are presented
in Fig. 13 which shows similar MSE behaviors but with
degraded MSE performance if compared to those in Fig. 12
obtained with perfect knowledge of the channel covariance
matrices. We also observe that the performance degradation
due to the mismatched knowledge can be offset by increasing
the pilot SNRs of both hops.

E. BER Simulation

To illustrate the impact of CSI acquisition accuracy on relay
systems, we evaluate the bit error rate (BER) performance of
a relay system (with the same setting as in Section VII-D)
with selection diversity3. The OFDM subcarriers are divided
into 8 subchannels containing8 consecutive subcarriers each,
and only one subchannel is assigned to the considered S-R-
D group. Data is transmitted using QPSK andγi is set the
same value as the data SNR on a transmitted tone of theith
hop (denoted bySNRi). After the CSI acquisition phase, the
system selects a specific relay and a specific subchannel (same
for S-R and R-D links) (named relay and subchannel selection)
for data transmission to the destination or a specific relay on
a fixed subchannel (named relay selection). Channel estimates
are used in selection as well as data detection. The system
computes the cascaded channel power gain summed across
the subcarriers of each subchannel and selects the one with
maximum value. The proposed estimator and the reference
method are the same as in Section VII-D, and the performance
with perfect channel knowledge of both hops is also included
as an ideal reference. The exact closed-form analytical BER
expression for the above system is intractable due to the in-
volvement of ordered statistics of correlated random variables.
Thus, we include a quasi-analytic approximate BER evaluation
for the proposed method (see Appendix D).

Fig. 14 shows the BER performance. The relay and sub-
channel selection gives better BER than the relay selection

3Both selection diversity and maximum ratio combining are well-received
approaches; here we arbitrarily adopt selection diversityto illustrate the BER
advantage of the proposed method over the reference method.
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Fig. 14. Impact of CSI accuracy on BER of a relay system with selection
diversity

alone due to its higher diversity order. The quasi-analytic
BER results match well with the simulation results. Our
proposed estimator’s performance is close to that with perfect
channel knowledge, whereas the reference method again sees
a degradation due to its inaccurate channel estimation.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

Relay and MP-MP systems rely heavily on channel knowl-
edge at various nodes. We have presented CSI acquisition
protocols, pilot designs, pilot forwarding mechanisms, and
channel estimation methods for various scenarios of relay and
MP-MP systems using MIMO OFDM with TDD or FDD.
Our proposed new pilot designs offer overhead saving and the
same optimal estimation performance for channels with equal
length and better estimation performance and smaller overhead
for channels with unequal lengths than the existing designs.
We also presented pilot designs (in particular pilot energy
allocation) for minimum total MSE without the constraint
of equal MSE of individual channels as well as with the
constraint. We have developed an MMSE estimator to estimate
the first hop channels at the receiving node of the second hop
and shown its significant advantages over an existing method.

We have analyzed tone selection for pilot forwarding and
proposed several pilot forwarding schemes for relay nodes
with multiple antennas. We showed that the tones for for-
warding a set of cyclically equi-spaced source pilots should
maintain the same relative positions within the set while
the relative positions of different sets can be changed. We
investigated the effects of the first-hop and second-hop SNR
of the forwarded pilots (γ1 and γ2) and the pilot SNR
for the second-hop channel estimation (γ2r) on the first-hop
channel estimation at the end node of the second hop. We
observed thatγ2r = γ2 + 5dB gives performance close to
that with perfect channel knowledge of the second hop while
γ2 = γ2r = γ1 + 20dB yields performance close to that
obtained by directly estimating the first-hop channel at theend
node of the first hop. At a fixed value ofγ2 = γ2r, an energy-
efficient setting for the first-hop isγ1 = γ2. But with a fixed
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γ1, boostingγ2 = γ2r up to 10dB aboveγ1 offers energy-
efficient performance improvement. We have introduced a
node multiplexing concept which reduces overhead and delay
of the CSI acquisition. We also discussed how to choose
among various CSI acquisition approaches in both relay and
MP-MP systems with different CSI needs. The best protocol
would depend on the specifics of the system and channel
parameters, constraints, and CSI needs.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OFOPTIMALITY OF PILOT DESIGN IN (3) AND (4):

Using Ωci,ν
[0] =

√
NFH

Λ
C

(0)
i,ν

FL1
, the optimal condi-

tions satisfying (2) can be expressed as

N−1
∑

k=0

|C(0)
i,ν [k]|2e

j2πdk
N =

{

0, d = ±1, · · · ,±(L1 − 1)
Eav, d = 0,

(31)
N−1
∑

k=0

C
(0)∗
i,ν1

[k] C
(0)
i,ν2

[k]e
j2πdk

N = 0, d = 0,±1, · · · ,±(L1 − 1),

(32)

whereν1 6= ν2. By substituting (4), the left hand side (LHS)
of (31) and (31) become

L′
1−1
∑

l=0

Eav

L′
1

e
j2πdl

L′
1 = Eavδ[d], d = −L′

1 + 1 : L′
1 − 1, (33)

L′
1−1
∑

l=0

Eav

L′
1

e
j2πl{d+d12}

L′
1 = Eavδ[d+ d12], (34)

where d12 , (ni,ν2
− ni,ν1

)L1. As L′
1 > L1, (33) satisfies

(31). To see (34) satisfies (32), recall that|ni,ν2
− ni,ν1

| ∈
{1 : NSi

− 1}, thus ford = 0,±1, · · · ,±(L1 − 1), we have
d+ d12 6= 0 andδ[d+ d12] = 0 which completes the proof.

APPENDIX B
PILOT FORWARDING DESIGN:

Suppose the sourceSi with NSi
antennas transmits pilots on

JSi
= {Tν ; ν = 0:NSi

−1} whereTν consists ofL1 cyclically
equi-spaced pilot tone indexes. In general, a relayRm,n can
forward the received source pilots on any|JSi

| tones. The
destinationDl,k uses the forwarded pilots and̂hRm,n-Dl,k

to
estimatehSi-Rm,n

. We formulate the design of tone selection
for pilot forwarding by minimizing the MSE in estimating
hSi-Rm,n

as

argmin
Jn

MSEhSi -Rm,n
(35)

where the elements ofJn , {Jn,ν ; ν = 0:NSi
− 1} can be

any |JSi
| distinct numbers from{0 : N − 1} if forwarded

in one OFDM symbol (ifJn,ν and Jn,l are in different
OFDM symbols, they can be the same) andJn,ν represents
the tone index set on which the source pilots received onTν
are forwarded.MSEhSi-Rm,n

is given by (30) obtained for the
FDM pilot forwarding mechanism with only one pilot index
set Jn (i.e., with NRm

= 1, P = αIL̃Si
, Λ̄HRm,n-Dl,k

=

ΛHRm,n -Dl,k
= diag{ΦJn

HRm,n-Dl,k
}, andQWDl

= σ2
DI).

A straight-forward manipulation yieldsMSEhSi-Rm,n
as in

(36) (shown at the top of the next page) where(a) is according
to (eq. 177 of [37]),Ψ̃Rm,n-Dl,k

, Q
∆H̄Rm,n-Dl,k

⊙ QY +

σ2
D

α2 I, ΨJn
, Q

Ĥ
−1
Rm,n-Dl,k

⊙ Ψ̃Rm,n-Dl,k
, and Ĥ

−1

Rm,n-Dl,k

is the vector{Ĥ−1
Rm,n-Dl,k

[p]; p ∈ Jn}. ΨJn
depends onJn

throughQ
Ĥ

−1
Rm,n-Dl,k

andQ
∆H̄Rm,n-Dl,k

. Dropping the terms

irrelevant toJn, the design becomes

min
Jn

Tr
{

QhSi-Rm,n
Ω̄

†
ci
Q−1

Y ΨJn
Q−1

Y Ω̄ci
QhSi -Rm,n

}

.

(37)

With optimal source pilot design for source to relay channels
with L1 taps each, we havēΩci

Ω̄
†
ci

= EiI and Ω̄
†
ci
Q−1

Y =

(QhSi-Rm,n
+

σ2
WR

Ei
I)−1

Ω̄
†
ci

. LetG , QhSi -Rm,n
(QhSi-Rm,n

+
σ2
WR

Ei
I)−1. Then, the design becomes

min
Jn

Tr
{

GΩ̄
†
ci
ΨJn

Ω̄ci
G†

}

. (38)

For HRm,n-Dl,k
with wide-sense stationarity in frequency

domain (e.g., with diagonalQhRm,n-Dl,k
), Q

ĤRm,n-Dl,k
and

Q∆HRm,n-Dl,k
areN×N Hermitian Toeplitz matrices, and the

statistics of the|Jn|×1 complex Gaussian vectorŝHRm,n-Dl,k

and∆hRm,n-Dl,k
selected according toJn remain the same

when Jn is shifted by any fixed constant. Consequently,
Q

Ĥ
−1
Rm,n-Dl,k

andQ
∆H̄Rm,n -Dl,k

are shift-invariant toJn, and

so is the channel estimation MSE in (36).
Define Ω̄k,l and Ψ

k,l
Jn

to be theL1 × L1 (k, l)-th sub-
matrices of Ω̄ci

and ΨJn
, respectively. For independent

source channels, we haveG = diag{G0, · · · ,GNSi
−1} with

Gν , QhSi,ν -Rm,n
(QhSi,ν -Rm,n

+
σ2
WR

Ei
I)−1. With the above

submatrices, (38) can be given as

min
Jn

Tr







NSi
−1

∑

ν=0

Gν





NSi
−1

∑

k=0

Ω̄
†
k,νΨ

k,k
Jn

Ω̄k,ν



G†
ν







(39)

which does not contain the terms corresponding to{Ψk,l
Jn

:
k 6= l} as they sum up to zero due to orthogonal source pilots.
Consequently, the design is only affected by individual sets
{Jn,ν} (i.e., relative index positions within each set) but not
the relative shifting between the sets.

Furthermore,ΨJn
maintains properties of a covariance

matrix, and for channels with uncorrelated taps its main
diagonal elements are the same regardless ofJn while the off-
diagonal elements depend onJn. Thus, from (39) a judicious
design choice is to select{Jn,ν} such that the off-diagonal
elements of{Ψνν

Jn
} (equivalently those of the main diagonal

submatrices ofQ
Ĥ

−1
Rm,n -Dl,k

andQ
∆H̄Rm,n-Dl,k

) have as small

magnitudes as possible. This implies that the spacing of any
adjacent tone indexes inJn,ν should be as large as possible
(the indexes inJn,ν should be cyclically (mod-N ) equi-
spaced) whileJn,ν andJn,l within the same OFDM symbol
are disjoint for ν 6= l. With optimal source pilot indexes
JSi

= {Tν ; ν = 0:NSi
− 1}, the above design can be simply

given asJn,ν = Tν + τν (mod N ) for any {τν} such that
{Jn,ν} within the same OFDM symbol are disjoint.
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MSEhSi -Rm,n
= Tr

{

E

[

QhSi-Rm,n
−QhSi -Rm,n

Ω̄
†
ci

(

QY +Λ
−1

ĤRm,n-Dl,k

Ψ̃Rm,n-Dl,k
Λ

−†

ĤRm,n-Dl,k

)−1

Ω̄ci
QhSi -Rm,n

]}

(a)
≈ Tr

{

E

[

QhSi-Rm,n
−QhSi -Rm,n

Ω̄
†
ci

(

Q−1
Y

−Q−1
Y

Λ
−1

ĤRm,n -Dl,k

Ψ̃Rm,n-Dl,k
Λ

−†

ĤRm,n -Dl,k

Q−1
Y

)

Ω̄ci
QhSi-Rm,n

]}

≈ Tr
{

QhSi-Rm,n
−QhSi -Rm,n

Ω̄
†
ci

(

Q−1
Y

−Q−1
Y

ΨJnQ
−1
Y

)

Ω̄ci
QhSi-Rm,n

}

(36)

APPENDIX C
PROOF OFOPTIMALITY OF (14,15,17,18)FOR CHANNELS

WITH DIFFERENTLENGTHS:

Let λ and d denote the vectors consisting of the eigen-
values and the diagonal elements ofΩ†

cΩc, respectively.
Then, d majorizes λ [36] and consequently,MSE/σ2

Jν

=
∑Ltotal−1

k=0 1/λk ≥ ∑Ltotal−1
k=0 1/dk. For fixed {Ei},

d is always fixed at [E01
T
L0
, E11

T
L1
, · · · , EK−11

T
LK−1

]T

while λ can vary depending on the pilots. Thus, for
fixed {Ei}, the MSE minimizing eigenvalues are given
by λ = [E01

T
L0
, E11

T
L1
, · · · , EK−11

T
LK−1

]T which is
straight-forwardly obtained by (14) and the MSE becomes
σ2
Jν

∑K−1
i=0 Li/Ei. The remaining optimization is to find the

set of {Ei} that minimizes MSE under the constraint of
constant

∑K−1
i=0 Ei. Using the Lagrange multiplier method

yields the optimal pilot energy allocation as given in (15).
Next, usingΩci

=
√
NFH

ΛCi
FLi

, the optimal condition
can be expressed as

N−1
∑

k=0

|Ci[k]|2e
j2πdk

N =

{

0, d = ±1, · · · ,±(Li − 1)
Ei, d = 0

(40)
N−1
∑

k=0

C∗
i [k] Cν [k]e

j2πdk
N = 0, d = −Lν + 1 : Li − 1. (41)

By substituting the pilots from (16) and (17), the LHS of (40)
and (41) become

L̃total−1
∑

m=0

Ei

L̃total

e
j2πdm

L̃total = Eiδ[d], d = −L̃total + 1 : L̃total − 1

(42)

L̃total−1
∑

m=0

√

EiEνe
j2πm(d+τν−τi)

L̃total =
√

EiEνδ[d+ τν − τi)].

(43)

SinceL̃total > Li, (42) satisfies (40). Ford = −Lν+1:Li−1,
when ν > i, we haveτν − τi =

∑ν
m=i+1(Lm + ∆m) and

0 < d+τν−τi < L̃total, while wheni > ν, we haveτν−τi =
−∑i

m=ν+1(Lm+∆m) and−L̃total < d+ τν − τi < 0. Thus,
δ[d + τν − τi)] = 0 in (43) which completes the proof. The
proof for the design in (18) is obtained in the same way.

APPENDIX D
QUASI-ANALYTIC BER EXPRESSION:

As the receiver at the destination uses channel estimates
for data detection, the received data on subcarrierm can be
written as

Z[m] = αĤR-D[m]ĤS-R[m]B[m] + Ĩ[m] (44)

where B[m] is the zero-mean transmitted data with
E[|B[m]|2] = σ2

B and Ĩ[m] is the effective noise due to
channel estimation errors and AWGN noises and is given as

Ĩ[m] = α(HR-D[m]HS-R[m]− ĤR-D[m]ĤS-R[m])B[m]

+ αHR-D[m]WR[m] +WD[m] (45)

= ĤS-R[m]∆HR-D[m] + ĤR-D[m]∆HS-R[m] +WD[m]+

∆HR-D[m]∆HS-R[m] + α(ĤR-D[m] + ∆HR-D[m])WR[m].
(46)

Given MMSE estimates{ĤR-D[m], ĤS-R[m]}, the dominant
terms of Ĩ[m] are complex Gaussian and henceĨ[m] can be
well approximated as complex Gaussian. Then, the BER for
QPSK can be given as

BER ≈ E



Q





√

|αĤR-D[m]ĤS-R[m]|2σ2
B

E[|Ĩ[m]|2]







 (47)

where E[|Ĩ[m]|2] is computed from (45) as
α2σ2

B |HR-D[m]HS-R[m] − ĤR-D[m]ĤS-R[m]|2 + σ2
WD

+α2|HR-D[m]|2σ2
WR

, while Q(·) is the Q-function and
its expectation is carried out over{HR-D[m], HS-R[m],
ĤR-D[m], ĤS-R[m]} via simulation.
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